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Top stories and the latest on Oracle Database.
Oracle Globally Distributed Autonomous Database is Here!

We’re thrilled to announce the General Availability of Oracle Globally Distributed Autonomous Database (GDADB). Oracle GDADB marries the capabilities of Oracle’s Globally Distributed Database with the ease of use of the Oracle Autonomous Database. This powerhouse enables the creation of a unified logical database that spans multiple availability domains or regions. Read more.

Watch replay

What's New

AI in Autonomous
AI enhancements in ADB
Select AI, spatial, data and model monitoring, and more!

Simplify model monitoring
No-code UI for model monitoring on ADB

Analysts on Oracle AI
Data Safe Notifications
Industry analysts comment on AI innovations in Oracle.

It is now easier to configure notifications in Data Safe.

Read more

Oracle Database 23c: The Next Long Term Support Release

AI vector search, powerful SQL enhancements, JSON relational duality, and much more in the world’s most powerful database, now Generally Available on OCI Oracle Base Database Service.

Get it now

From the Desk of the Editor

Dear Readers, we hope you are enjoying reading the Database Insider as much as we love putting it together! Let us know your feedback. I am Suresh Rajan, the Managing Editor. Email me at suresh.r.rajan@oracle.com or my colleague Priya Sharma at priya.p.sharma@oracle.com.
Introducing EU Sovereign Operations for Exadata Database Cloud

Oracle EU Sovereign Operations is designed to meet regulatory requirements for both private companies in regulated industries and for public sector organizations that use database cloud services to run their applications.

Read more

Utah Oracle User Group

Training Days

Learn from the experts on Oracle AutoML UI, AI and ML in Oracle Database, Data Lakehouse, and much more and network with speakers and fellow attendees. The training days will be held from March 21-22, 2024 at Sandy, Utah.

Register today
All About Autonomous

Spatial for ML
Use spatial algorithms with Oracle Machine Learning.

Converse with Data in ADB
Conversations are a great way to analyze your data!

Video Spotlight
**Build GenAI apps**

Learn how to build GenAI-powered apps that use your data.

**Oracle MicroTx**

Oracle MicroTx is a workflow engine for microservices.

**Learn how**

**Watch now**

---

**Community**

Content from our community of developers
Oracle and Generative AI
The writer analyzes Oracle's place in the GenAI market.

SQL*Plus in Database 23c
Read what's new in SQL*Plus for Oracle Database 23c.

Learn more.... for free!
Build Expertise with hundreds of Oracle workshops on a variety of Oracle products, 24x7 for free, on Oracle LiveLabs.

Learn, Write, and Share SQL at Oracle's interactive Live SQL site, built with Oracle APEX running on Oracle Database.

Build Muscles at Oracle Dev Gym by taking workouts, quizzes and even entire classes on SQL, PL/SQL, database design, logic and more.

Useful links to keep your skills sharp

Blogs: Oracle Developers | Oracle Database Insider | Oracle Cloud Infrastructure | Oracle APEX

Videos: Oracle's Database Product Management YouTube channel

Websites: Oracle Database | Oracle Autonomous Database | Oracle Developer Resource Center | Oracle Developer Tutorials
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